Just like the Finnish accusative/partitive case distinction observed by KIPARSKY, in Majorcan Catalan we find a very interesting contrast: in (4a), with PPAOIS, all the female students the professor had are brilliant; but this is not necessarily true for (4b), without PPAOIS. b. Aquest curs he tengut [DP unes estudiants brillants] . 'This academic-year I've had some brilliant female-students'. Secondly, PPAOIS seems also to be impossible in some atelic dynamic constructions, those ones with nouns bounded by a determiner/quantifier (5). By contrast, it is perfectly gramma-tical with bare plurals (6a) and with bare mass nouns (6b For KAYNE (1989) , PPAOIS would be a case similar to right-dislocations, with a null resumptive clitic moving through the specifier of AgrO. But for BELLETTI 2006, it would be strange that a direct object systematically be right-dislocated, and the presence of the silent clitic would need to be independently justified. I argue that KAYNE's analysis can be (at least partially) maintained, considering sentences like (7), where PPA with an NPI is ungram-matical (unless it is modified), and I propose that the pro-object moves to a LowTop position: (7) No havia presa [cap rabiada *(tan grossa)]NPI mai. not had.3SG taken.FEM.SG any rage so big never '{He/she} had never been so enraged'. D' ALESSANDRO & ROBERTS (2008) , considering the position of measure adverbs, claim that PPAOIS in Abruzzese would imply that both the participle and the object remain in a position lower than v* (a phase head), in contrast to current standard Italian (which do not allow PPAOIS). Nevertheless, as for adverbs, Majorcan Catalan behaves just like standard Catalan and Italian (8). Moreover, their proposal (and also KAYNE's) would not explain the contrasts from (1)-(6), which show that, as for PPAOIS, event structure should be taken into account. (8) (2008) and TRAVIS (2010) in assuming that a specific functional head (Asp), related to so-called inner aspect and event quantisation, can be present in the clausal structure, between vP and VP. Asp instantiates syntactically the so-called objectto-event mapping through an Agree relation, as the NP object can influence the aspectual interpretation of the whole predicate, depending on the NP being quantised or non-quantised. I propose that Asp establishes a double Agree relation with the object, in order to get two kind of unvalued features valued: on the one hand, its quantity or quantisation features (if Asp is valued as [+q] , the predicate will be interpreted as telic; if it is valued as [-q], the predicate will be atelic) and, on the other hand, its [uϕ] (gender and number) features.
If Asp is not present in the structure -as in K-states, according to BORER ( Contra RAMCHAND (2008) (who claims that telicity can emerge either from the presence of a ResP or, with no Res, simply as a semantic entailment), Majorcan PPAOIS shows, like the Finnish accusative/partitive case distinction, that event quantisation is grammatically encoded.
In conclusion, in Majorcan Catalan, the morphophonological insertion of inflectional (gender and number) suffixes in the past participle would be sensitive to the presence of Asp (or Proc[uq] [uϕ]), which, previously, has maintained a double Agree syntactic relation with the NP object. This is coherent with the so-called Borer-Chomsky conjecture: parametric variation is restricted to the lexicon and to a narrow category of morphological inflectional properties.
